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* The exactly soluble prowlers* am unfortunately only

distantly related to many-body systems found in nature.

The formal methods of cmantum many-body theory* taken ovar

fror> -.uantuxn field theory* while giving valuable forrssl

insight, usually h«v<. had little practical success when

applied to physical systems'.

in Nobel eympos

Atonic Systems,

K.A. Etrueckner

um on Many-Body theory of

PhySlea Scripta, ££.,235 {1900}.

I, IHTRODUCTIOJJ

To treat many—body sustains and many—body effects

reasonably well* ue discus* an approach what la known as

•Density Functional Formalism* . The theory is quantum

statistical in nature and ltd simplest version is the

welJ known. Thomas-Fermi theory *a""4^ u««d abundantly la the

context of atomic physics and of hitfi density matter

since , in last five decade*. The density functional theory

(DFT), a= has been realised now. is a powerful formalism

In which on? can treat the effect of interaction* in lnhoroo-

aeneous systems.

to 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn provided a fir« end

formal mathematical foundation of the OFT. They proved

two remarkable theorem*t Known as HK thoorens which we

discuss below*

Theorem 1. XnVpceaonce of an external ££a£t£ £S9bL|E local

potential the nondeoenerate around stafo of an interacting

K-parti.de system is completely characterized by the single

particle dens^y and hence all ground state properties of

the system are unique functional* of tha density.

with the ground state density fd), subject to

external potential V (?), the around state energy can be

written as *

where F [ ^ ] is a universal functional.
(1.1)
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Theorem <[. With the given external potential, V (r) the

ground state energy attains a minimum for the correct

density.

For any density q Qf) ecrn. (1.1) is rewritten as*

] - / df (1.2)

Regardless of th« number of electrons the minimization of

E [ § ] is carried with respect to §>'{?>. such that fi[§ 1

becomes ground state energy E[^] when •% (r) ia the ground

•tat* density ?(r) .

. -heorem 1 is merely an existence theorem

proved by *reductio ad absurdura' argument. Theorem 2

Is verlatlonal in character snd rests onffeayieigh-Ritz

minimization principle. The origins! proof of HK seems

to be independent of statistics of the particles (whether

the particles are Fermions or Bosons) and the variation

is allowed over single particle densities which are pure

state V-representable. In principle it is possible to

calculate exactly the ground state energy varlationally

ovar the pure state V-repraaentable densities f(?)£L (R )

insteadTover the full quantum mechanical wave function
(6). this Important point has been analysed

and now it is clear that for the description of certain

properties of many-body systems, starting vith the first

principles* one can bypass the wave function-based theory

by invoking the DFT as a viable alternate. It Is easily

conceivable about the difficulties of dealing with 3H

dimensional conflgurational space in wave function theory.

Bat in the DTT we have to work In an ordinary three

dimensional coordinate space since the density is a basic

variable in this theory. There have been questions, whether

the density contains sufficient Information about the

system and now we know the answers In affirmative. There

appears several other criticisms on the power and status

of the DVT, An interested reader can find the defence to

ba quite strong(7j.

the plan of the paper is the following. In

section IX we outline the DFT from the basic HK theorems

and point out various generalisations of the theorems

appropriate to several physical situations. In section III
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we present various approximations to the
functional 5 and iiscusa sgme Tiraatieal sehsr.RS. We mention

the app l i ca t ions of DFT In various d iverse areas
of phys ics and po int out i t s strengths and weaknesses in
s e c t i o n IV. In the l a s t s ec t i on we conclude by mentioning
more recent developments of DFT.

I I . HK THEOREMS AKD THEIR GEHERAI.XZATIOKS

From the proof of the theorem l' , it is conclu-

ded that the ground state density ^(r) associated with

the static external potential cannot . be reproduced by

the ground state density corresponding to another poten-

tial £ except within a constant). Since the density

determines potential. It follows that the ground state

( assumed to be nondegenerate) is uniquely determined by

ths density 5(r) *

We have underlined several words la the statement

of the theorem 1. The restrictions imposed by these words,

when relaxed) give rise to various stralghtforward

generalizations of the first theorem. These generalizations

have many interesting and useful consequences and have

provided a broad base for the applications of DFT to

almost all ground state ( and some ensemble state at

T jt 0 ) properties of many-body systems. In Table 1

below we have presented several possible generalisations

with comments on relevant quantities and some useful

references. The variational procedure is also different

from situations to situations. Fox example* in the case'or

finite temperature ensembles OtLbbs variational method is

used instead of thefl«yleigh-Rltss method. In tiw excited state

formalism a McDonald type variational principle la used*27',

Generalisations

TABLB X

Comments References

Degenerated ground

state

Finite Temperature

Gbe external potential
gives more than one

Orand potential i s a
functional of <? C?)
and T.

8—1O

1 1 , 1 2
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Table 1 Continued

Multi-component

Spin

Finite temperature

Spin

Velocity-dependent

Time-dependent

Relativist!c

Nonlocal

Energy of M-component , ,
system iAhpresence of
M external potentials
obtained from M dif fer-
ent components of R (?) .

A special case of the j 0

above. For an electronic i^^-j
system upspin and down-
spin densities give
r ise to two external
potentials .
Ground potential i s 16,18
functional of <?,(f) ,

and T f

Vector potential of

the electro-magnetic

field out of the

current density.

Bnergy is a functional

of time-dependent

density, §{?,t).

Energy is a

functional of four

vector current

density J^ . This

brings the coupling

of transverse electro-

magnetic fields with

electrons.

Nonlocal external

potential v(r.r') is

obtained out of one-

body density matrix

17

19-21

22-24

25

Excited states Energy i s a functional 16,
of excited state 26-23
density

XII. APPROXIMATIONS

He have stated eŝ iier. that Theorem 1 is

merely an existence theorem end unfortunately the exact

energy density functional of egja. (1.1) is not known.

However, attempts have been made to approximate density

functionals of rather simple forms which provide excellent

estiiMtea of fundamental quantities of roany-body systems.

From here Hnvapae'ife shall dlBCUSS the DFT i n BOM d e t a i l

appropriate for the electronic systems ( mainly applicable

to atoms, molecules and condensed natters ) . It Is worth-

while to point out that similar considerations eon be

mads for nuclear matter^classical and quantal liquids and

heavy ion reactions.

Bie energy functional of the electronic system

under the influence of an external potential v(r) and the

mutual Croulorab interactions, can be written as ,

CT + u) C3.1)

where if i s the ground state and T and U are kinetic and
Coulomb interaction energies respectively. By separating
class ical Coulomb energy from U eqn.(3.1) can be written

tr-t'l

where

- T[f]

(3.2)

(3.3)

E [ €\ is defined to contain all many-body effects

beyond the Hartree theory. Here E and t functionals

are both unknown. Ihe construction of approximations for

both is of central importance in the OFT. It is worth-

while to mention that the functionals are Ingeniously

obtained by usiirj electron gas model . Historically

pointing out, Kohenberg and Kohn developed two simple

approximations in the case of ths electron gaSr' .There nre:

A. Electron gas of almost constant density I

we consider a system of density ^(r) composed of

a constant density ^ and e fluctuation ^ (r) ,

-6-
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such that / f (f) d? • 0 and $<ty « 1 ,

The O function of eon.(3.3) is expandedV3/ in a power
series of f&) .

o[ q ] + $ K (5 - f') f(r) $<?•) dfdf • if)+o

(3.4)

The term linear in ?is absent in view of homogeneity
and rotational Invariance. a[ §J is the sum of kinetic
and exchange-correlation energies of density ?„ . The
kernal of expansion K is related to static dialectic
function € (<^) as * _ .,

where

Kit

From the knowledge $f the q-dependent dielectic function
it Is possible to obtain ground state properties of simple
metals. With this approach some interesting calculations
of metal surfaces have been done . If one retains higher
order term { 0 (f ) ) it can be related to the nonlinear
response of the electron gas. There are some recent deve-
lopment* la this direction .

B. Electron gas of slowly varying density t

In this approximation the 0 function of eqn. (3.3)
is expanded in gradients of density , where the following
conditions are to be satisfied.

•il' « k (f) , »!L« « k rf) etc.,
kf(r) being the local ferml momentum given by

k f OF) - 3H2
 P{?)

 1/3 (3.5)

The current consensus is that the expansion is poorly
convergent. Therefore the method is not to be used for

-7-

real systems, where the density has large variations.
Inspit* of this difficulty the method has yielded
weiarkable success in the physics of surfaces and inter-
faces of metals(33).

In the above two analyses the kinotic energy
functional Is assumed to be separable frost the.t of exchange
-correlations. The former is treated as in'thoaas-Ternl
theory of extended systems being given by

This formula la obtained for the independent particles sf
density fjj. An exchange-correlation oootrlbutloa to H»
kinetic energy of (3,6) is desirable In view of interact-
ions. Within the Hartree-Tock framework an expression for
kinetic energy density has been derived which contains only
exchanee part of interactionC3. But In the earlier
development Kohn and Sham Introduced an ingenious
scheme where the kinetic energy is assumed to be that of
a noa-interactlng system corresponding to the san*
density, the O functional of eqn.(3.3) lnT&ohn-Snasi scheme
Is written as *

where E [?] contains only many-body interactions and
TB[?] is the kinetic energy of the nonintaractlng (single
particle) system. Ihe distinction between Tji$] and T [ ? ]
will be apparent soon. In the Kohn-Sham mathod the ground
state energy is written as *

3 - f'tti df

(3.6)

This variation of f (?) is carried out to minimize B
subject to the condition

/ f Of) d? - H (3.9)

-3-



This gives the Baler equation

If-r'l
xc[f -r-

(3.10)

when* ^ la the Lagrange parameter associated with the

constraint eqa. (3,9) or In other words

•o that

(3.12)
Is now a one body potential which contains the

effects of n>any~body through BM . Analogous to the Hartree
equations the JCohn-Shaa method suggests a self*
consistent scheme where one solves the following set of
equations ,

(3.13)

(3.14)

la defined In (3.12)

r
1 8 /equations the eigenvalues £.,• and elgenfunetlons f̂ .

axe flcUtlous and In general should not correspond to

any physical energies too analogue to Xbopnans theorem

of Bartree ear Hatree fock energy ) or wave functions

respectively. Xt has been show for extended systens that

the highest occupied level (J*e. Saml level) of the Kbhn-

^j^ as that of the real system while all

-9-

other eigenvaiuet will not have such correapondonce, The

band theorists often approximate the effective potential

to the real one, as a result of which the Kohn-Sham band

structure Is Identified as one particle spectrim of

condensed matters. Biis understanding of treating the

real potential by an effective one has helped In obtain-

ing Impressive success of one electron spectra, Feral

surfaces* optical and photo emission spectra etc.

Th» Xohn—Shem approach has proved a successful

scheme to calculate various energies by solving the

Hartroa-lDce equations (3.13). Now through the density

of ega.(3.14) the total energy 1* obtained from (3.8 and

3.13) as

occ

t t -

(3.1«)

&

and the kinetic energy Is
I m t £ - / f Si ^ [ Pff

• 1 -' ^ ^
He note here that the kinetic energy *, In the

Koha-Stwm s eh awe has hem treated exactly* She effect of

Interactions has been Included in T^ through the self-

consistent orbital*.

By Introducing occupation nwfeer n^ (which may

be fractional) such that

oec
£ n. - H

1
(3.17)

one can obtain the physical energies £ . from the

total energy

(3.18)
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In other words if the occupation of the

changed by

changes by

ith orbital is

S>vv t then the total energy of the system

£.£*>• . This theory of Janak has correapo-

ndence with the transition state theory of slater . It

Is worth-mentioning that the DFT satisfies two Important

theorems* such as7virial theorem and Hellmann-Feynman

theorem.

Sow a major problem is to calculate E ineeqn.(3.8). A suitable starting point is provided by the
(38)

exact expression

- J
(3.19)

Here g(r,r"*A) is the pair correlation function corres-

ponding to the physical density f(?) and X is the

coupling constant. Me can express a& exchange-correlation

hole charge in terms of pair correlation function by

f (f ?•> - <? G?> / [ h(r.r'.\) - 1 ] <1\ (3.20)
f-t. o-

Since exchange-correlation energy is not quite sensitive
(38)

to the shape of the xc-hole by making a spherical

average* eqn.(3.19) is rewritten as

- 4TT /

where R - I? - I' I and

?

/ dRR f> (r,R) (3.21)

^ J K*. ' J (3.
^ •otisfioA the sura rule

4 IT / f (r,R) B2dR » - 1 .

22)

(3.23)

-11-

In the simplest cass where the pair correlation function

is approximated as that of a homogeneous electron gas >
( 3 1 5 ) i i b"xc

i s by

xc
(3.24)

Here £ ["?] is the exchange-correlation energy per

particle of homogeneous electron gas of density ̂  G?) .

Oils approach is the celebrated local density approximation

(LDA). Kohn and Sham showed that the I-DA is exact Is the

limit o£ slowly varying density. Recently there have been many

further developments on approximations to calculate S [̂ ]

by relaxing the restrictions of LDA to handle highly

inhomogeneous systems ' . Unfortunately these methods

are too complicated for reaiishz calculations of condensed

matter . He make the following remarks before we go the

applications in the next section.

(1) t<c is the input to the LDA.* borrowed from the

homogeneous electron gas theory and it is fairly accurately

known* The exchange Bart of £ is obtained from the Dirae-Gagpar-
(fi) ^ the

Kohn-Sham expression which is same as Slater's phenome—

nological )( ̂  exchange where •*-•» 2/3. 'or correlation

energy many interpolation formulae are available * .

(2) Solf-consistent Kohn-Shara equations are solved

for number of orbitals as done in the H&rtree~R»ck theory.

The most useful and important simplification introduced

by LDA is that multi-centre integrals encountered in K9

theory are avoided. The calculations of bend structure

and other one electron properties of condensed natter are

possible because of this simplification (LDA), torn V e f f

is a one-body potential* but contains the effect of

interactions.

(3) BypasslngTKohn-Shen method on« can* In principle*solve

.the Buler eoja.O.ll) by using approximate functionals*

nils approach may be considered as an alternate to the)

-12-



o r b i t a l T*^Tt*T HUM 1lIH1 !'!• .""^*r" h a v e teen somft-recent develop-

aent* la till* direction (4a>'

xv
lh« power and the success of th« OPT can be judged

from it* application* to physical systems, the qualitative

physio of aoat of the systems ha* baea nicely predicted

by the S R , XD view of several simplifying approxlMtion*

the accuracy of the DVT calculations is typically of 1—1QJ4.

Paring the last decado *o imwh week has been

dace OD mn that it not possible to report or discuss all

aspect* In this paper. Instead we refer the interested

readers to some of the recent boohs and review ^

The on has been applied successfully to the study

of various properties of atomic and chemical ̂ aolecular)

•ystan** hot dens* matter (plasmas), classical and quaatal

liquids, nuclear Matter and heavy ion physics. The DPT

1* an indispensable tool for solid state physics and

material science* lfce SOT applications to a variety of

problems of solid states Include t balk properties of

•etals* semiconductor* and insulators* their electronic

and magnetic structure** imparities* effect of disorder *

surfaces and interfaces* ehanisorptlon and physleorptlen*

positions and unions in solids* electron bole droplets in

semiconductors ete,?fore recently interesting application*

are to MOSFffT* problems of mixed valency* metal insulator

transitions and to nawphonon mechsaism of superconductivity.

Me now present three interesting results as

examples for the success of the OFT. The first two show

the trends of certain ground state properties as calcula-

ted by the IBM group* . to Pig.l the top row la cohesive

energy* the middle row is Hlgner-SeltB radius and the

bottom row is Bulk modulus for 3rd and 4d transition metals.

The experimental values are indicated by crosses where the

open circles are LEA based calculations.

-13-
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is quite satisfactory except for MBHI of the 3d transition

metals. Jena* and Cawokers<43)have indicated these devi*.

tloc*4*ue teTasnstttd absence of magnetic order in the

calculations, rcrther* the agreement ha* been sbom to

when spin polarisation effects ax* Included lathe

case of fw* Co and «i t 4 3 j. Particularly the coheaiv*

energies la the difference of the total energy of an atoa

and that of an atom in a solid. Even though the setae

exchange correlation formula is used for both the calcnla*

tlon** the nejor source of discrepancy im attributed t»

the atoodLe oaleulationj.Thf latter are carried out la ea

average single configratloh. In spite of these dlacre«

pandea* the T&T ealeulatlon* nave provided * satlsfastoxy

description of the Metallic ground state.

Xh tile second >le a condition for span

is shown In rig.2 from local spin density

functional theory of Janak et al t S 0 . Throughout the spin-

generalised 0F¥* the Stoner model of fcrroaagaetleai 1*

cast in the fotn

*A (4.1)

where ''/- is the enhanced susceptibility over that of

the noninteractlng on* ,Xa • I I * the stoner
and gg 1* the dwialty of states at the land level. Si

this theory of itinerant magnetism the criterion for

spontaneous magnetization 1* I g_ £ 1 . In Tig.I It is

clearly seen that out of several metals only ffe# Co and

Hi exhibit spontaneous magnetlo order ( for detail* see
Refs,43*5O).

As the third example* we present the results of

the soraeniug of an atom in a host electronic system.The

atom in question togethervithit* screening cloud 1* conai*

dared like a dreassed atom or a quasl-ataBr^^^ „ By



using the density functional theory, energy, charge
densities* contlnum density of states etc. are calculated
lft a eelf~conslsteat manner. For simplicity we have
treated the host metal like a julllum Whose deiuiity is
gives by a parameter.

(4.2)

In Fig. 3 the radial charge density of a tie atom is shown
as the background _ density <?) varies. As ̂ increases
( I.e. •fj decreases > the density oscillations becomes
nor* prominent In agreement with Priedal's statlo screen-
ing theory* the structures in the electron density
distribution In the radial range, 0.5 < f< 3 are due to
overlap Interactions of outer orbits lo with those of
continuum. In Fig.4 the change In the continuous density
of states of a Me atom Is shown When it is in the same
deaslfcy varying jellixan. The structures in this figure
Is due to hybridization of free atom bound state
orhltals with the plane wave continuum states.Calculations
of several local properties of solids have been carried

OUt using this model **5*56'.

v.
In this paper we presented a brief scenario of

the state of art of the density functional formalism. It
has become a populer theory for dealing with many—bcdy
systems In various 01 verse fields. Tim beiret? of this
approach is that It requires (formally) only physical
Inputs but no extraneous phenonenologieal parameters. All
the three examples which we presented in the previous section
are from the condensed iaatter physics. The calculations
are baaad Oft tho locally homooeneoue electron gas model.
Tha latter seems somewhat uncomfortable in chemical

physics (47). Howevwr, for condensed matter physicists the

electron gas model provides new insights and Its practical
successes cannot be Ignored . Even In atomic physics
of heavy elements the relatlvistlc DTT*57' in conjuetlon

with electron gas (LQA) model has provided reasonable
answerst5a*59' to several atonic parameters. In the ease of
nuclear matter the developments are paralled as In
electronic systems. For finite nuclear calculations of
mass surfaces the 'OTT has given accuracy comparable to
semi-empirical methods * If not sufficiently accurate
to predict the details of shell effects. More recent
applications are aimed at studying heavy and super-heavy
nuclei. Both classical and quantal liquids ****' end
physics of dense plasmas are also areas of studies
within DTt formalism. Out of several new developments
some of the problems of current Interest are « self-
interaction oo—reaction in DPT , mixed valency In
Rare Earths • nonphonon mechanism of supercondu-
ctivity*69' and exited states in relation to transport( .
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Fig.l -

FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Cohesive properties. Top row-cohesive energy (Ry/atom).

Middle rov-Wigner-Seitz radius (a.u,). Bottom rov-bulk

modulus (Kbar). Measured values are indicated by crosses (Ref.l43).

Calculated variation of the product of the density of states

at the Fermi level and the exchange-correlation integral with

atomic number (Ref.50).

K S, \ Mn Co Cu <i;i Kb Y Nl) IV Kli Ay In

Fifi.3 - Radial charge density of a tfe quasi-atom in a density varying

Fig.U

electron gas given by various values of r (Ref.5l»).

Energy-dependence of excess density of states of a Me quasi-atom.

The energies are scaled to Fermi energy (Ref.5^).

L':i h Cr I-V Ni 7.n Sr Zr Mn ku IM CiJ

is Mu llu Pd CJ
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